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The Olympics may have left our screens now (except for Victoria Pendleton semistrangling herself with chiffon on Strictly Come Dancing) but in this issue of the BIALL
Newsletter we would like to welcome two new members to ‘Team Publications
Committee.’ Lindsay Robinson, of the Bodleian Law Library, and Grant Hood, from
Sidley Austin LLP, join the crew editing the Newsletter. The Publications Committee is
also very pleased to announce the publication date for another new arrival - the 5th
edition of the ‘Moys Classification and Thesaurus for Legal Materials’ - which we can
confirm will be published in late November. You can find your order form later in
these pages.
This issue also includes a report from Anneli Sarkanen, Vice-chair of the PR &
Promotions Committee, on her experiences attending the Special Libraries
Association Conference in Chicago this year. And, in a serendipitously symmetrical
swap-shop moment (try saying that with a boiled sweet in your mouth), Tracy Z.
Maleeff, Chair of the SLA Legal Division, also gives us her impressions from attending
the BIALL Conference in Belfast.
In addition we bring you our regular features, including an update from Justis
Publishing focussing on its in-house team of legal editors striving to alert you to “good
law”, and a report from Kate Jackson on the trends and activity on the BIALL How Do
I? wiki. The BIALL committee chairs update us on their latest work, and following on
from articles in the last Newsletter, former LIG chair David Percik gives his take on
the benefits of getting involved with committee work. Speaking of committees, you
can find out even more about this eagle-eyed editorial team later in this issue, as
Grant gives us his “Day in the Life” and yours truly is placed firmly “On the Spot.”
We hope you enjoy!
Barbara

Copy Date
Next ABSOLUTE copy date
for contributions:
December 21st 2012
(please note that this is the final date
that contributions can be accepted).

Next publication date:
January 21st 2013
sponsored by

www.justis.com/biall
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President’s Column
It’s hard to believe we’re closing in on Christmas, it doesn’t feel like two minutes ago
that I was writing my update for the July newsletter. Despite the fact that Christmas is
fast approaching, BIALL Committees and Council have been working hard. Of note is
the work the Web Committee have been doing on the website with the membership
database and looking at a replacement for Mailtalk, which goes out of service at the
end of this year. More information on the replacement for this will be provided by the
Web Committee in November.
In Conference news, I attended a Conference Committee meeting in October where the
programme for our conference in Glasgow was being considered. BIALL received a
good range of proposals from speakers for parallel and plenary sessions; this range
will ensure a very interesting programme in Glasgow.

James Mullan

The Strategy and Finance Committee (SCOSAF) and BIALL Council both met recently
with SCOSAF taking place on the 22nd September and BIALL Council on the 5th
October. Items discussed at the Council meeting included amendments to our
Standing Orders, BIALL Vice President roles and the work we’ve been doing with the
BIALL archives. Normally at this time of year BIALL exhibits at Online Information,
however because of a change of venue and format BIALL will instead be exhibiting at
Internet Librarian International. Internet Librarian International takes place on the 30th
and 31st of October so by the time you’ve read this newsletter it will have taken place
and BIALL will be reflecting on our attendance.
Unfortunately September also contained some sad news relating to a longstanding and
active BIALL member. Sarah Spells who many of you will have known as the Chair of
the Publications Committee passed away after a brief illness. Sarah was involved in a
number of projects, most notably the new edition of the BIALL Handbook of Legal
Information Management. BIALL is very grateful that Loyita Worley, editor of the 1st
edition, has agreed to finish the editing of this edition. The new edition, which will be
dedicated to Sarah’s memory, will be published in 2013. An in memoriam piece with
recollections about Sarah from a number of members will be published in the winter
edition of Legal Information Management.
On a personal note I completed the 5x50 challenge I mentioned in my last column,
running 49 days out of 50 and logging over 200 miles between the 9th of September
and the 28th of September. I’m having a rest before starting my next challenge, which
is training for the Brighton Marathon.
James Mullan
BIALL President
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News from Standing Committees
Conference Committee
In this Report, Catherine Bowl, Finance Officer for the Conference Committee, reviews
the financial procedures which apply in conference planning.
The Conference Committee met most recently on 12 October. At this meeting the
Agenda was dominated by discussion of the proposed programme for the 2013
Glasgow conference. Following the meeting, the Committee’s Programme co-ordinators
Gillian Watt, Beverly Forster and Sarah Wheeler are now working hard to devise an
interesting programme of parallel and plenary sessions for the Glasgow conference.
The Committee’s next meeting to discuss the Glasgow and future conferences is
scheduled for 1 February.
However, prior to the February meeting, the Finance sub-committee are due to meet in
December to agree the delegate rates for the Glasgow Conference. It is necessary for
the delegate rates to be set early so that they can be included in the provisional
programme which is sent to members in the New Year.
Catherine Bowl

When agreeing the delegate rates we aim to ensure that the conference does not
make a deficit and that the delegate rates are kept at an affordable level. Prior to the
finance meeting, Jennie Mort of Sovereign prepares estimates of likely income,
including likely sponsorship and subvention, and expenditure, together with a range of
delegate numbers on which to base our calculations.
On the basis of these figures, we estimate the delegate rate which applies to
members’ early bird rate. From this rate we calculate the non-member, late booking
and day delegate rates.
Whilst we have figures for the costs of the conference including that of the venue,
exhibition, speakers, dinners, catering, transport, entertainment, insurance,
administration expenses and contingency for the finance meeting, it is difficult to
estimate the number of delegates and exhibitors likely to attend, together with the level
of sponsorship. These factors influence the surplus or loss which the conference
makes. For example, the 2010 conference in Brighton made a £10,959 surplus
because of sponsorship received some months after the delegate rate was set.
The 2011 Newcastle conference, on the other hand, made a deficit of £13,261.
This was attributed to fewer exhibitors and delegates than we anticipated.
The Newcastle conference’s deficit influenced the finance sub-committee to base
delegate rates for Belfast and future conferences on fewer delegates and a smaller
exhibition.
Catherine Bowl
Finance Officer, Conference Committee
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News from Standing Committees - continued
Legal Information Group (LIG) Committee
It is amazing what can happen after a couple of drinks and being politely put into a
half-nelson by David Wills. There I was, enjoying the craic at the conference in Belfast,
when I found myself agreeing to become Chair of LIG even though I “retired” from
active BIALL committee involvement back in 2009 when I finished my term of office as
President and was not even on the committee (nor ever had been!)
Well, it was nice to be asked and I am gradually acclimatising myself to my new role.
The committee is one of our most important and I take it very seriously. Fortunately
David Percik, the previous Chair, did a great job and is providing me with plenty of
support while I get in the swing. He has offered to remain on the committee in a
consultancy role. The opportunity to draw on his eight years’ experience will be
invaluable. Many thanks David. I promise no more than 10 e-mails per week…
It is early days but we have already had two useful meetings.

Jackie Fishleigh

The first took place when David, Narinder Toor and myself had a meeting with Informa
on 27th July. Informa are now located at the old Guardian building on Farringdon Road.
Attending were Steve Hotham, Managing Director of Informa Professional together with
John Browne (Key Accounts) and Kyle Appleton from his sales team. Steve was keen to
clear up some of the issues that members had raised. He is very keen to turn the page
on this and to bring the level of communication and customer service efficiency to a
higher level.
After that (the day of the Olympic opening) David disappeared off to be a volunteer
Games Maker at the Olympics. Believe it or not I was also a volunteer Games Maker at
the Paralympics, so how is that for a coincidence! I’m not sure if either of us looked
good in the purple and beige outfits but I think we both enjoyed the magical experience
of being part of the huge success that was London 2012. The rewards were many and
various – unlimited supplies of free chocolate, a free ticket to the dress rehearsal for
Danny Boyle’s now legendary Opening, brief fame as a national hero and a
commemorative silver baton. Oh and a personal letter of thanks from the Prime
Minister. Mind you it did swallow up an awful lot of one’s annual leave. The downside
for LIG was that no one was really at the tiller for the summer.
However, only a week after the final Union Jacks had been waved, we did manage to fit
in a committee meeting on Tuesday 18th September. This was held at the offices of
Arnold and Porter in Tower 42. We had to take two lifts to get up there with plenty of
security to boot (all rather James Bond!) but the spectacular views across London in
the Reception area and a close up view of the Gherkin from the meeting room were
amazing. Many thanks to Narinder for her excellent hosting. I was delighted to meet
the other members of the committee and to introduce myself. The meeting was an
ideal opportunity to get to know each other, take stock and to look forward to the year
ahead.
Jackie Fishleigh
Chair, Legal Information Group Committee
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News from Standing Committees - continued
Professional Development Committee
Just a brief update from me this time around.
You should be reading this after our Official Publications course at The National
Archives (on 7 November), which I’m pleased to say had a huge take-up, and has been
our most popular course for quite some time. We owe thanks to The National Archives
for kindly agreeing to host this event for us, and specifically to their Official
Publications Manager Helen Creeke who was so instrumental in helping to arrange
this event.
We are now taking bookings for our EU Law course (a joint seminar arranged in
collaboration with the City Legal Information Group), which will be taking place on 10
December at Field Fisher Waterhouse. Joining our speakers Maria Bell and David
Percik will be Els Breedstraet, who is travelling over from Luxembourg to bring us the
very latest on the new EUR-Lex service.

Mark Haines

At our November committee meeting we will be planning events for the early part of
2013, which will include our popular annual Quiz Night, the Legal Research Materials
course to run in London at around Easter time, and an exciting evening seminar
involving a prominent legal publishing group whose name I promise will be very familiar
to you. At the time of writing this newsletter update the precise date of our next
committee meeting has not yet been confirmed, but of course we always welcome
BIALL members as observers at any of our meetings if you would like to come along.
Mark Haines
Chair, Professional Development Committee

Web Committee
In October we welcomed Reena O’Neill from Fat Beehive to conduct our annual review
of the BIALL website. As always there are things we can do to improve it (apparently we
should use the words “law librarian” more often if we want people to find us) but
overall we’re not doing too badly. We have a number of action points to take from the
meeting (as well as some amazing photos from the 30th floor of the Clifford Chance
offices in Canary Wharf – thanks to our committee member Scott Vine for being such
an admirable host!)
We’re falling into a pattern now of having two meetings quite close together – the next
one is in November and is primarily to discuss how to support and promote the BIALL
conference via the website. After that we hibernate and only communicate via the
ether until next spring, but that doesn’t mean we’ll be inactive! There will be lots to do
for the conference committee, if last year is anything to go by, and we’re also involved
in finding a suitable replacement for MailTalk by the end of the year. The Jobs Board
continues to be busy (as evidenced by the website visit stats and the fact that it has so
far beaten off competition from free outlets.) We’re also hoping to be able to make
some changes to the home page as a result of feedback from one of our members –
keep an eye on the website!
Marianne Barber
Marianne Barber
Chair, Web Committee
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News from Standing Committees - continued
PR & Promotions Committee
CILIP Future Skills project and BIALL Legal Information Literacy
Statement
Jas Breslin, President-Elect, and Natasha Choolhun and Anneli Sarkanen of PR&P have all
attended meetings of CILIP’s Future Skills project. This part of the project draws together
employers and educators of Library and information professionals in order to review
CILIP’s framework of qualifications and follows on from the 2010 report to CILIP Council
‘Defining Our Professional Future.
Natasha has also continued her work with the BIALL Legal Information Literacy Statement
and Legal Education and Training Review (LETR). LETR is a joint project of the Solicitors
Regulation Authority (SRA), the Bar Standards Board (BSB) and ILEX Professional
Standards (IPS) established to review education and training requirements across
regulated and non-regulated legal services in England and Wales.

Ian Hunter

The LETR will be publishing minutes of the recent meeting Ruth Bird, Peter Clinch and
Natasha Choolhun of BIALL had with Paul Marharg of LETR on their website in December
as part of their report on the LETR research phase. This December update from the LETR
will be published following submission to the commissioning regulators. It will then be up
to each of the approved regulators to decide a schedule for consultation and any
implementation. So, after this we will learn if the BIALL Legal Information Literacy
Statement will be adopted formally by regulators.

BIALL Twitter account
THE PR&P Committee has begun formally monitoring this for retweets and mentions of
BIALL. We now have 525 followers, up from 500 in August.

BIALL stand and exhibitions
BIALL had a stand at the Internet Librarian 2012 conference at London Olympia at the
end of October, attended by BIALL President James Mullan and Ian Hunter.
Internet Librarian is traditionally a smaller exhibition than Online but going forward will
hopefully provide a more targeted audience.

Other publicity activities

The BIALL stand

We now have a new batch of promotional items to give away, which proved very popular
with visitors to the BIALL stand at the Internet Librarian exhibition. In September we sent
copies of the ‘Pursuing a Career in Legal Information’ leaflet produced by the Publications
Committee to named recipients at 16 UK library schools. Sandra Smythe of PR&P and the
Web Committee have finalised a design for the BIALL Christmas Card to members.
The design is of course top secret but look out for it in your in-boxes in December.

Next meeting
BIALL ‘goodies!’

The Committee last met on 5th November. The Committee will next meet in February or
March, probably at the Institute of Advanced Legal Studies in London. New members
always welcome!

BIALL Dissertation award
We have received three entries, a small number but an improvement on last year, and are
assembling a judging panel.
Ian Hunter
Chair, PR & Promotions Committee
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News from Standing Committees - continued
Publications Committee
Committee News
The Committee would like to welcome two new members. These are:
• Grant Hood (Information Officer, Sidley Austin LLP); and
• Lindsay Robinson (Acquisitions Librarian, Bodleian Law Library).
Both Grant and Lindsay will begin work on the Newsletter immediately alongside
Stephen, Jasmin and Barbara.

Moys
A new version of Moys has now been finalised and is to be published shortly. Massive
thanks go to all of those involved, particularly Diana Morris (with great assistance from
Helen Garner and Sarah Wheeler).

Handbook
Following the terrible news regarding Sarah Spells, Loyita Worley has very kindly agreed
to edit the new edition of the BIALL Handbook. Further news will follow, but the
Committee are very appreciative of Loyita’s support at this very difficult time.
Jon Beaumont

Next Meeting
The next Publications Committee meeting will take place in January/February 2013.
Jon Beaumont
Chair, Publications Committee
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News from Justis Publishing
News from Justis
Publishing

In our final Newsletter submission of the year, we thought we’d offer you an insight into
the workings of our in-house team of legally qualified editors. What drives what they
do? How do they do it? And most importantly, why are they doing it and how does it
help your practitioner colleagues and you as librarians?

JustCite: your good law
guide

Our focus is on the “good law” angle of JustCite, one of the many angles of the hard-todefine citator but in our view the most important one. (Others are discussed at
www.justcite.com/whatisjustcite.)
We deal with good law as a concept on a new explanatory platform at
www.justcite.com/goodlaw. And in the final slide, we draw people into a video of Rory
Campbell, our long-serving Editorial Manager. You can watch him via that website, but
so you can digest his words and take on board the implications of what he’s saying for
the organisation that you serve, I’m publishing a transcript here. It’s off-the-cuff, raw
and unrehearsed but what he says will ring truer than any carefully scripted
monologue. I’ve included the captions that we edited into it.

Meet our Editorial
Manager, Rory
Campbell

“My name’s Rory Campbell. I’m the Editorial Manager here.
We maintain the data that goes into JustCite. So, effectively what that means is
managing a team of editors who are all legally trained. The editors here have all gone
on to do their law degrees and the majority of them have gone on to do the BPTC [Bar
Professional Training Course, undertaken by barristers] or the LPC [Legal Practice
Course, undertaken by solicitors], so they’re experienced in the same way our users
will be.
They all have an understanding or a concept of what research actually means in
practice but it also means that they’re familiar with the academic side of research.
So they’ll know the name of the primary sources. They’ll also understand how those
primary sources interact with each other in terms of [how] a piece of legislation will
affect earlier pieces of legislation, or with a new piece of case law from the Supreme
Court, how that will affect earlier domestic case law.”

Good Law

“Our customers or users are constantly in the situation where they need to discover
what good law is.
Now, because they’re comfortable with researching law, they are familiar with the
concept of good law in the sense of ‘is this piece of legislation safe for me to use?
Has it been subsequently repealed or amended in a way that affects my current
understanding of it?’ Or, if it’s a piece of case law, ‘is it still valid for me to use?
Is it still sound precedent?’
What we do with that is we prepare the research on that and display that for customers
so that they’re then able to use that in their skeleton argument, for example.
That’s also used to save them time so that they don’t have to do their own low-level
research that we do.
That can be applied across any subject area. It also means that they’re in a position
where they can spend more time on, for example, advocacy issues that they may not
be familiar with. So rather than [their] having to do repetitive research, we’re in a
position where we can deliver that content to them.”
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News from Justis Publishing - continued
Putting it into practice

“The most common problem our customers will have is that they’re in the position of
writing a skeleton argument, for example, and a new piece of legislation has come
through.
Now they may be familiar with an earlier piece of legislation or an earlier piece of case
law [but] they’re now in a position where they can’t spend their time actually drafting
their argument or preparing their advocacy points because they have to go off and do
the low-level research to make sure that this recent piece of case law or recent piece
of legislation hasn’t negatively affected their earlier precedent or piece of legislation.
What we do is actually take the hard copy of the content, the new items, so to speak,
that’s come through, and we digest that, we summarise that, and display the effects of
that legislation on both the page we will hold on JustCite for that new entity but also
the earlier case law and legislation affected by that.
Now, that effect may be very neutral and it doesn’t affect their understanding of that
particular point of law but it can be very strongly negative, which means that their
entire point of argument may completely change.
The end result is a high-value definition of what good law is in that particular point but
the customer or user doesn’t have to do the low-level research involved in terms of
determining that particular point.”

Our guarantee

“So what we aim to do here at JustCite is take that work that the editorial team that
we’ve just described [have done], in terms of determining the research path of our
users, aided by the technology we use, both in terms of searching and ranking of our
results, and deliver the strongest citator that you have out there; to make JustCite the
leading research path tool that our users can use for determining what is good law and
what’s not.”

www.
JustCite.com/goodlaw

Oh, and if you’ve got time, have a quick read of our latest articles in the Barrister and
the Student Law Review featuring the views of a number of prominent barristers.

Justis: where you’re
privy to more
information

But Rory’s team and, perhaps more importantly in this instance, their colleagues in our
data-capture and production departments have been just as busy with Justis.
A recent highlight is the addition of Privy Council cases to both of our extensive
judgments series – see England and Wales Civil Appeal Judgments and England and
Wales Criminal Appeal Judgments .A free addition for all current and future
subscribers, this material covers the period 1999 to 2011, when the Council’s role in
Britain was subsumed into the UK Supreme Court (which is also included in these
series of transcripts).

Keeping in touch

You can sign up for Justis Publishing marketing emails by emailing
communications@justis.com. This increases your chances of getting invited to
geographically appropriate events as a matter of course, like this summer’s chocolatemaking get-together in Belfast around conference time and our recent lunches for law
firm librarians.

Getting the most out of
Justis Publishing

As ever, no-obligation trials are available for all our products, while existing customers
are encouraged to make use of our free face-to-face or remote-access training and
watch our YouTube training videos.
If you want to help shape our products through occasional email exchanges, please
join our electronic focus group by emailing efocusgroup@justis.com.
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5th Edition of Moys Classification
Scheme Available in November!
BIALL is delighted to announce that the new edition of the ‘Moys Classification and Thesaurus for
Legal Materials’ is scheduled to be published in late November, both in hardcopy and e-book format.
Please find your order form below.
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5th Edition of Moys Classification
Scheme Available in November! - continued
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The SLA Conference Experience
Anneli Sarkanen, Information Officer Field Fisher Waterhouse LLP
In July 2012, I attended the Special Libraries Association (SLA) annual conference in
Chicago as the recipient of the SLA European Conference Award. Having only attended
BIALL conferences previously, I was excited to attend an American conference for all I
had heard about them – everyone said they were something to experience, and they
were not wrong! Here is a collection of some of my thoughts/observations from the
Conference…
My first impression of the Conference was its size. The building it was held in
(McCormack Place) had rooms in it the size of aircraft hangers; there were a multitude
of sessions and talks you could attend; there were thousands of librarians, hundreds
of vendors (some with very large and impressive stands) and people with conference
badges which could get progressively larger with ribbons to announce your various
associations, connections or position within SLA.

Anneli Sarkanen
My badge with ribbons

Once I had got over the size, my next hurdle was dealing with multiple sessions
happening at the same time. At the Conference, it seems you were almost encouraged
to switch between sessions mid-way through and it would not be seen as rude; to leave
sessions halfway which no longer interested you or to get to one you had seen on
Twitter others were raving about. Each session was 90 minutes long, you so could

leave one and still get a decent amount of the session you were joining. However, I did
struggle to (a) pluck up the courage to stand up and walk out and (b) to choose the
right session to join – my one attempt at session hopping saw me leave an ok-ish
session, to attend one which didn’t seem to be “as billed” in the Conference
programme, to leave that and join another one just as it was seemingly finishing off
with the speaker giving us a small biography of himself. There had been positive
tweets about this last session, which is why I had tried it, but clearly left it too late!
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The Expo Hall

The SLA Conference Experience - continued
And that’s another thing. The “Twitter Experience”. The use of social media at SLA was
something I felt really got me engaged with the Conference (before, during and
afterwards) and other attendees, more so than I have ever experienced at BIALL. I am
not entirely sure how long SLA have been doing this, but each year a Twitter account is
set up specifically for that conference (this year was @SLAChicago), which you are
encouraged to follow. A hashtag is also used (#SLAChicago) and tweets with this
hashtag are automatically re-tweeted by @SLAChicago.
This was a great way to connect with other attendees, see what others thought of
sessions, if there were any good giveaways (themed hats from Factiva/Dow Jones for
the IT Dance Party that evening was one I saw on Twitter first), or to announce if there
was something about to happen in the Expo hall.

Myself and the Early Career
Conference Award winners at the
IT Dance Party
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Which leads me on to the “social experience” at SLA. The conference began for me on
the Saturday, with a trip to see the sights of Chicago, and didn’t end until the
Wednesday afternoon, and there had been a social event each evening you could
attend… and sometimes a number of social events in one night at the same time!
There were a variety of evening get-togethers, including the Legal Division’s Sponsor
Appreciation reception, the “Open Houses” put on by one or two divisions jointly, the
larger International Reception, and famous IT Dance Party. I had heard about this IT
dance party before the conference, and really didn’t know what to make of it
beforehand. There was talk of it being themed (Gangsters and Flappers) but I had
been unsure how much this was taken seriously. I need not have worried… there were
both people dressed up in the most fantastic outfits who had really taken on board the
theme, and those like me who didn’t have anything gangster/flapper related but were
able to pick up the aforementioned hat from Dow Jones and other accessories to make
some sort of outfit (“bling” rings, fake money, fake Tommy guns were all supplied,
although I didn’t quite work out from whom these accessories were coming from!).

The SLA Conference Experience - continued
Let me digress a moment and mention the ECCAs and other awards given at or before
the Conference. The Association is one that really celebrates its members (although in
no way am I suggesting that BIALL doesn’t!). On the Sunday afternoon, before the
Keynote address (this year by Guy Kawasaki), there were quite a number of awards
given out – these were a combination of awards within the SLA Awards & Honors
Program granting exceptional individuals the status of Fellow, in recognition of their
work; those spotted as Rising Stars in the profession, those being listed in the SLA
Hall of Fame, or awards to those who exemplify leadership, show a lifetime of
dedication to the profession, or who have raised awareness or visibility of the
profession or SLA in general. In addition to those presented on the Sunday, there were
other awards and grants given, such as the ECCA, the Award I received, plus a number
of travel grants presented by the various Divisions or Chapters.
And so to my Learning Experience. As I mentioned before, there were quite a number
of sessions to attend at SLA Conference, some included as part of the Conference
package, and some you had to pay additional costs for (these were Continuing
Education (“CE”) sessions). My first session happened to be a CE session on Thinking
Strategically, and run by the wonderful and engaging Jane Dysart and Rebecca Jones.
Despite this being at 8am on the day after my arrival in Chicago, I managed to make it
there on time (but only just!) and stay attentive for the four-hour session. This was very
easy to do, as both Jane and Rebecca are fabulous speakers (pretty much non-stop
without referring to notes!) and there were some good exercises for us to take part in,
such as envisioning your library service in the future to enable you to see the steps
which need to be taken to get you there. I have written a little more about this session
in my SLA Europe blog post. If you would like to read further.
Other sessions I attended were on the role of competitive intelligence in law firms, the
famous 60 sites in 60 minutes (a very popular session, in one of the largest rooms and
with people still having to sit on the floor), combating defensive behaviour in the
workplace, and on social media – #IknowTheBasicsWhat’sNext. I also attended
sessions on competencies for your career, contract negotiation (which, as a panel
session with vendors and librarians on the panel, was very interesting to hear both
sides of the story), and an “unconference” run by the Legal Division – a more informal
session where ebooks, job titles and creating value were all discussed.
Although the Conference is now a distant memory, its legacy lives on. Tweets are still
coming from @SLAChicago and the hashtag is still being used. I have met a wonderful
bunch of information professionals and the network of SLA Europe is fast becoming my
favourite place for CPD and to meet old friends and new. I hadn’t been a member of
SLA before the Conference but now I see why so many have joined, remain and seek to
make the Association better by getting involved through the board or a committee.
As I write this, I have just been invited to join one of the SLA committees and although
at first I was hesitant through my commitments with BIALL, I am excited at the
opportunity and to give back to the Association which has been so generous to me.
No, this is not an article to “sell” SLA to BIALL members. It’s just I have discovered
what a great organisation SLA is, why its members are enthusiastic about it, and how it
will complement my membership of BIALL. I would encourage other BIALL members to
attend an SLA conference if you can, or any other international conference, as they
truly are an “Experience”.
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Is a Committee for Me?
David Percik, Library
Manager, BPP
Professional Education

I recently stood down as the Chair of BIALL’s Legal Information Group. This wasn’t
because I was bored of the role, or because I no longer thought that the work the
committee was doing was important. One reason was, I will admit, that I had recently
started a new job, and felt that I needed to concentrate on getting the hang of that.
The other was, though, that having performed the role for over three years, and having
been a member of LIG for six, I felt it was time for someone new to take over. I had a
lot of ideas when I became chair of LIG, and I was fortunate enough to be able to
implement some of these. But I certainly don’t think that I got everything right, and
new members every so often are vital to ensure that BIALL’s committees don’t
stagnate. That’s why the committees have term limits, and why the people who run
them are continually trying to recruit.
I expect that everyone reading this understands why it’s important for someone to be
on the various BIALL committees. It’s easier to explain the importance of some of them
than others (I had a go at explaining the point of the Legal Information Group in the
BIALL Newsletter of September 2009). But that’s very different from understanding
why you as an individual should volunteer. So I’m not going to talk about what LIG
does. If we’ve helped you at some point over the last six years then you’ll know, and if
we haven’t helped you then you’ve probably been very lucky with your suppliers.

“You can gain useful
experience just by being a
member – between them the
committees cover many
skills, all of which are of
potential benefit to
employers”

What did I get out of being a member of LIG for six years? Let’s be cynical and hardnosed about this. You know that new job I mentioned at the beginning of the article?
I got that. I wanted to have a go at running a library, and of course it was going to be
difficult to convince anyone to let me do that when I had no management experience.
But I did have three years of running a BIALL committee, managing a small team of
people scattered across multiple locations. And I had the opportunity to learn some of
the elements and skills of management with a group of people who were by definition,
as volunteers, supportive of the aims of the committee and, as BIALL members,
experienced law librarians. You can gain useful experience just by being a member –
between them the committees cover many skills, all of which are of potential benefit to
employers.
There are of course other benefits from being on a BIALL committee, many of them
mentioned by Daniella King in the September Newsletter. I think the most important is
the satisfaction that comes from volunteering. Librarians already do pretty well for job
satisfaction – we spend our days solving problems for people – but volunteering does
seem to be particularly good for this. Ask anyone who gave up their time to help out at
the Olympics or Paralympics, and I’m sure they will tell you what a great time they had,
and how worthwhile it was being involved in something, making a contribution.
I remember that at my first BIALL conference there was an announcement seeking
volunteers for the committees. There will always be spaces for interested people.
So have a look at the options, and think about what you’re good at, or what you would
like to learn about, and get in touch with the relevant committee chair. You wouldn’t be
committing yourself to anything – as a volunteer you can leave a committee at any
time if your circumstances change – but I’m sure the chair will be pleased to hear from
you, and will answer any questions that you have about what the work involves.
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Day in the Life
Grant Hood,
Information Officer,
Sidley Austin LLP

An early morning visit to the gym gets the day started. The gym is only a couple of
minutes from the office so I arrive at my desk with those post-gym endorphins still
bouncing around my system.
I need them! I am greeted by a bulging in-box and queries from Hong Kong and Geneva.
Sidley Austin is a US law firm. Based in Chicago, but with offices all over the world, it’s a
24 hour business. Once those queries are satisfactorily dealt with I dive into those
emails.
Current awareness forms an important part of my role. Most of those emails are alerts
and news feeds. I read them all, sending on what I feel is relevant to the lawyers and
using others as material for the many bulletins I put together. This is a really interesting
part of my job. Since arriving at Sidleys three-and-a-half years ago, I’ve developed
excellent relationships with a number of the practice groups here and there’s no doubt
that composing these bulletins has been a major contributor. It gives me a real feel for
what is happening in the business and the issues facing the lawyers.
Another email pings into my inbox – this time it’s a query about the intranet. I am
responsible for maintaining the content on the London intranet site and it’s a constant
battle to ensure all the info is kept up to date and all links are live. This time it’s a travel
alert that needs uploading (the French air traffic controllers are going on strike. Again.)
With the alert now posted and the weekend travel plans of the partners safe, I turn my
attention to the bills.

Grant Hood

As the end of the year approaches many of our journal and electronic subscriptions need
to be renewed. I contact the relevant partners, seeking their approval to renew.
Regardless of what type of library we work in we have all had to get used to ever tighter
budgets and inflation busting price rises from the publishers. Renewal time calls for
some difficult decisions and creative solutions. By the time lunch rolls around I need
some fresh air!
If the weather is fine I enjoy sitting in Finsbury Circus, reading and trying to escape the
attentions of the overly friendly pigeons. But recent construction work for the Crossrail
project means that’s a little like trying to have lunch sitting on platform five at Victoria, so
I walk over to the Barbican where I can watch the ducks and wonder if that’s a heron, a
stork or a crane over there?
Safely back at my desk, I decide to spend some time on my latest project – a business
development initiative. Information professionals are increasingly having to market
ourselves as well as helping the lawyers market the business and this project allows me
to do both. Though the project is in its early stages the reaction from partners has been
positive and I read through some of the feedback I have received, answering their queries
and responding to any research requests that have come through.
The afternoon is broken up by an on-line demonstration of a new product we have lately
taken on trial. The demonstration is done via webinar with the trainer sitting somewhere
in the US and after a few technical issues the demonstration goes without a hitch. I can’t
help thinking this new product would be really helpful for my new BD efforts!
When I get back to my desk I find a telephone message. One of the trainees needs some
ISDA documents urgently and I have barely listened to the message before they are
standing right there, under pressure and stressed. I calmly remind them that we can get
these documents online and take them through the procedure before they retreat back to
their supervisor, documents clutched in one hand and a smile on their face.
Things have calmed down a little so I have a chance to catch up on some administrative
duties. This includes keeping enquiry stats for the London office and the rest of the
afternoon I am buried deeply into my excel spreadsheet. By the time I re-emerge I realise
I have a train to catch. A brisk walk to the station and home where an evening of tai chi
awaits.
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International Law Librarian Jubilee:
Representing SLA in Northern Ireland
Tracy Z. Maleeff is Chair of the SLA Legal Division and Library
Resources Manager at Duane Morris LLP
I had the honour and privilege of representing the Special Libraries Association’s
Legal Division at the 43rd BIALL Annual Study Conference and Exhibition in Belfast
this past June. Our organisations maintain a great relationship and it is one that I
look forward to strengthening in the future.
This trip had special importance to me on a personal level. About 150 years ago, my
maternal ancestors left the Ulster Province for America. I think it’s safe to assume
that they never could have imagined one of their descendants returning there on an
airplane and as a college-educated professional.

Tracy Z. Maleeff

I thought the conference’s theme of “No Frontiers: Crossing the Borders of Legal
Information” was very contemporary and well-suited for the needs of today’s legal
professional. Many of us are employed by firms or organisations with offices around
the globe. Plus, being active in an international professional group like SLA requires
you to think in a more worldly way.
My first session was the pre-conference seminar entitled, “Financial Awareness for
Law Librarians.” The foyer outside of our seminar room was already crowded when I
arrived. Not that I am ever particularly shy in groups, but the thought hit me suddenly
that I was indeed in a foreign country at a conference for a group of which I am not a
member. I entered the room with a little bit of trepidation, also suddenly realizing that
I wasn’t familiar with the social protocols of professional networking in the UK. My
fears were allayed within seconds, as I heard a voice calling my name from the other
side of the room. It was SLA Legal Division member, and BIALL member, Loyita
Worley, calling me over to where she was sitting. A second thought then hit me
suddenly, that I was about 3,000 miles from home and immediately I knew someone
in the room. How great is it to be a member of professional organisations like ours?!
The “Financial Awareness for Law Librarians” seminar was extremely useful and I give
kudos to the BIALL conference planning committee for offering it. This is a topic that
all of us as legal information professionals need to know more about, as keeping a
library fiscally afloat is just as important as providing research and reference
services.
I found all the Parallel and Plenary sessions I attended to be extremely relevant and
executed in a most professional manner. Before I arrived, I wondered if there would
be aspects of these sessions that I wouldn’t understand since I am not too familiar
with the workings of the UK legal system. Watching “Law & Order: UK” on BBC
America can only give you so much of a glimpse of that information.
I thought that Jas Breslin’s session entitled, “Research @ MoFo: Providing a Firmwide
Library Service” gave great insight into providing a seemingly seamless service to
over 1,000 attorneys scattered around the globe. The session led by Sara Batts,
Susanna Winter and Jas Breslin, “Communication, Culture and Context” was a good
presentation of the glitches and pitfalls one can encounter in a transnational
workplace. Everything from regional vernacular to juggling time zones was on the
table for discussion. I could go on about the tremendous quality of all the sessions,
but I just wanted to highlight these two as great examples of what I attended that
clearly spoke to the theme of “crossing the borders of legal information.” This really
isn’t an easy topic to tackle, and I give BIALL tremendous credit for their dedication to
addressing it. Information like this should be standard issue for any new professional
entering our field.
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International Law Librarian Jubilee:
Representing SLA in Northern Ireland
I felt very welcomed by the BIALL members, and was delighted to meet the
representatives from other organisations in attendance as well. Another aspect of the
conference that intrigued me was the exhibit hall. Having the ability to meet and speak
with vendors that normally don’t attend conferences in North America was very
fulfilling. As the Library Resources Manager for my firm, it’s always good to know all
that is available in the legal marketplace. I must also admit that I was fascinated by
the hospitality in the exhibit hall. Shortbread and tea served in actual china? You must
know that the Anglophile inside me was loving it immensely. It might not be out of the
ordinary for you, but good tea and baked beans with breakfast are just two of the many
ways that I think the UK is far superior to my homeland.
I was very glad to have crossed borders myself to attend the BIALL conference. I am
grateful that our organisations have a solid relationship. Together, we are stronger as a
professional entity. Thank you to Immediate Past President Susan Scorey, the BIALL
Council members and the conference planning committee. SLA’s Legal Division hopes
to see more BIALL members attend conferences on this side of the pond soon!
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Recent Additions to
the BIALL How do I wiki?
By Kate Jackson and
Anneli Sarkanen

Kate Jackson

Anneli Sarkanen

The How do I? wiki is a collection of useful answers to common and unusual research
questions. Many are answers to questions posted on the Lis-Law email distribution list so if
you do post a question, summarising the results afterwards can help build the wiki and
help share information between us. The wiki is an excellent place to look if you are stuck
on an enquiry or simply don’t know where to start looking.
The wiki is maintained by the PR & Promotions Committee but any BIALL member can edit
it by requesting access which can be done from the wiki homepage.
The wiki is easy to navigate by browsing broad subject headings (Legislation, Company
Information, European Union etc.) or by using the A-Z index. There is also a search facility
in the top right corner of the home screen.

New or updated pages
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Explanatory Notes page has been added after a request from a member. It explains
what Explanatory Notes to Acts are, when they became available and where they can
be found.

Recent Additions to
the BIALL How do I wiki? - continued
Supreme Court New RSS feed links have been added for latest judgments, future
judgments and permission to appeal decisions. Information about when judgments are
released has also been added.

Employment Tribunal Cases page has been recently edited to reflect an additional
contact detail (fax number) and information about charges – if no written reasons are
given in the judgment, there is no charge. On reviewing this page, we would appeal to
our colleagues in Scotland to suggest the sources they would use to obtain ET
judgments.

It takes some work keeping on top of the changes happening so we welcome users to
either correct mistakes they come across in the wiki, or to contact a member of the PR
Committee. We have appreciated changes made over the past month or so by BIALL
members and we do hope this continues.
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Recent Additions to
the BIALL How do I wiki? - continued
Wiki page of the month

In each of these segments on the wiki, we will also include a “page of the month” – an
entry on the wiki we’d like to highlight. This month, it is not just one page but a series
of pages! The ‘Training Resources - Ideas for Adding Humour’ series of pages can be
found under ‘T’ in the A-Z Index and includes pages for cases, legislation and journals
and many more. These pages give examples of searches that can be used to give a
lighter feel to training sessions. There is also lots of scope for people to add their own
comments and examples they have used. Thanks to John Reynolds for writing them.

Statistics, statistics
and more statistics!
By Anneli Sarkanen

Over the past two months, the wiki has had around 1,200 unique visitors, about 100
fewer than the two months prior to that. The majority of these still continue to be new
visitors. But the percentage of returning visitors appears to be rising and the time they
spend on the site is on average longer than new visitors.
Google remains the primary access point to the wiki, with 900+ visits coming via the
search engine. Those who reach the site from Google, on average view three pages,
which compares to those which come via the BIALL website (around 130) on average
view 10 pages. In between these two sources are direct links, presumably saved as a
favourite (around 210) and on average these users view five pages.
Looking more in depth at those visitors who reach the wiki via Google, the most
popular search terms are Employment Tribunal decisions/judgments and variations on
this. However, these visitors don’t spend more than one minute on the site, suggesting
it was not what they were looking for. The search terms which resulted in a longer time
spent on the wiki are “central registry of winding up petitions”, “immigration tribunal
cases” and “court of appeal case tracker” which would have probably found these
pages, respectively: Insolvency – UK and other jurisdictions, Asylum and Immigration
Appeal Tribunal decisions and Court of Appeal.
The statistics are very useful as they allow the PR Committee to see what is being
accessed and therefore what might need to be checked more frequently so that the
information is current. One downside of the statistics is that it records the PR
Committee’s access, so the site visitor count goes up when work is being done on the
wiki. Hopefully with these regular columns in the BIALL Newsletter, it will be easier to
see trends emerging. And don’t worry if you fear the committee is watching activity too
much – all the statistics are anonymous so we never get identifying information on
individuals viewing the wiki!
The wiki is easy to navigate by browsing broad subject headings (Legislation, Company
Information, European Union etc.) or by using the A-Z index. There is also a search
facility in the top right corner of the home screen.
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On the Spot
Barbara Blake,
Information Officer,
Norton Rose LLP

Q If you weren't a librarian,
what would you be?

A jewellery-buyer for Top Shop...I’m currently a jewellery-buyer from Top Shop so it’s
only a matter of rearranging a few letters.

Q What annoys you most in
your career?

The “multi-functional device” that is our photocopier...it’s like the sofa-bed of office
equipment, it doesn’t do any one thing well.

Q How do you spend your
time away from your
organisation?

I think my epigraph will read: “So many boxsets, so little time”. But at least I’ve
weaned myself off CSI Miami now (it is the worst CSI by far).

Q What is the one thing you
couldn't live without at work?

My friends.

Q Which famous person
would you most like to present
you with the BIALL Law
Librarian of the Year Award?

Can I have poet laureate Carol Ann Duffy (maybe though as partnered by Pasha from
Strictly Come Dancing, and can you make them foxtrot on stage to present the award)?

Q What’s your favourite
legal drama series or
movie?

The Good Wife...especially as seen by Raj in The Bang Theory when he uses a
telescope to watch it through someone else’s window: “The Good Wife is crying,
something is very wrong.”

Q What are your favourite
three songs?

This is totally impossible to answer, they constantly change with my mood! But I guess
one of these three songs would probably match most of my moods:
Joanna Newsom “Only Skin”, Anita O’Day singing “Lullaby of the Leaves” and Britney
“One More Time”.
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Q Do you have any phobias?

Dirt under finger nails, and sour milk.

Q If you were a cake what
would you be?

Billionaire’s shortbread.....
.....though that’s probably only half right
(and the wrong half at that).

Q Have you ever been
attacked by an animal?

Now I come to think about it,
yes really quite a lot of times:
I’ve been bitten by geese and mice, and
also I was once stung in the lip by a bee....
though to be fair to the bee it was self
defence on its part, as I accidentally drank
from a can at the same time that it was trying
to drink from it! It was like getting a collagen
injection for the price of a can of Fanta!
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Forthcoming Events
November
21-23 E-Justice, improving legal access throughout European Union,
ADIJ and Juriconnexion, Paris
21
Your Guide to Certification and Chartership, Career
Development Group,
Cambridge Central Public Library
23
The Next Step: Supporting the transition from school/college to
university,
CILIP South East Branch, University of Sussex
26
Certification, Chartership, Revalidation and beyond, Career
Development Group,
Rugby Public Library
26
Enquiry Handling - find an answer every time, ASLIB, London
29
Tour of The Wellcome Library, CLSIG, London
29
TFPL Connect International, London
29
ASLIB/IFEG Half Day Conference: Fuelling the knowledge
engine:
the contribution of Information Management Expertise, Energy
Institute, London
29-30 Translating and the Computer Conference, ASLIB, London
30
Knowledge transfer - making knowledge sharing real, TFPL,
London

December
4
5
5
5
7
12

Digital licensing: navigating through the legalese, TFPL, London
How to Succeed with Systems, TFPL, London
Digital Marketing Toolkit, UKeIG, York St John University
Environment: effective monitoring and management, British
Library Centre for Conservation
BIALL Conference Committee Meeting, Travers Smith, London
An International data blitz, International Library and
Information Group, CILIP, London

January
11
24
29

BIALL Council meeting
Introduction to SharePoint 2010, TFPL, London
Introduction to knowledge management: a foundation
programme, TFPL, London
30
Introduction to copyright, TFPL, London
31
Introduction to records management, TFPL, London
Date TBC - Member Meeting, ASLIB, London (for further details
contact cgelder@aslib.com)

